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Erev Shabbos Vayitzei  5776 Chanukah – Revealing the Light ISSUE #1 

Revealing the Light 
 

The Chanukah candles flickering in Jewish homes 

 tell of the G-dly light that 

 survived the long and dark galus  

and still shines in the Jewish souls, 

even revealing itself to an ever-greater degree 

as the redemption draws near. 

 

On Chanukah, we light candles, illuminating the darkness of the 

night. What is the essence of Chanukah's light and what was the 

essence of the Greek exile from which Hashem saved us? 

A Desperate Plea 
"Light" is a general concept used often in various contexts. What is 

the meaning of the word? 

The kohanim bless us that "Hashem illuminate His face for you." In 

the blessings of krias Shema we ask Hashem to "enlighten our eyes 

in Your Torah." In the blessing of Sim Shalom at the end of 

Shemoneh Esrei we also ask that Hashem "bless… all of us as one 

with the light of Your face, for with the light of Your face You gave 

us… the Torah of life…" We often use the phrase "the light of 

Shabbos," which likely derives from Lecha Dodi, in which the Jewish 

nation is urged, "Wake up, wake up, for your light has come; rise 

up and give light." A common expression is, "lighting up the way." 

A tzaddik's face radiates with light. Every Jew has an inner light.  

What do these expressions mean? 

Let's start with a simple example. When you want to describe a 

cute little child, you might describe his bouncy curls, tiny teeth, 

sweet smile and the funny things he says – or you just might say 

that he is a lechtige kind – a child full of light. We are not referring 

to how clever he is or how he looks; we mean that he radiates 

something that is beyond description, that he has a special chein 

on his face. Perhaps it is the light of his neshamah shining through. 

In fact, it is the child's very essence that is sensed. This is what 

lechtigkeit – "light" – means. 

Similarly, when describing an adult, we can talk about the things he 

says, the acts of kindness he does, his outer appearance, his dress, 

or his smile. But then there is his light – the personality that he 

radiates. His light is sensed through his actions and words, but his 

light is the real him, his essence.  

When you are at a speech, you want to not only hear, but also see, 

the speaker, because a speaker projects a certain "air," an inner 

light, besides the words he says. Most speakers gesture with their 

hands as they speak; they want the audience not only to 

understand the content of the speech but also to absorb the depth 

of their words, their soul – their light. The Gemara says that Rabbi 

Meir's disciples attained great spiritual heights because they saw 

his face that shone with the light of ruach hakodesh, as the passuk 

says, "And your eyes shall see your teachers" (Yeshayahu 30:20) 

(Eiruvin 13b). Similarly, when one writes a letter, there are the 

words he writes and then there is what is transmitted "between 

the lines" – the writer's soul, his "light" that is sensed in the letter. 

The relationship between husband and wife exists on several 

levels. One level is their mutual commitments: the husband 

supports his wife and she runs the house – cooks, cleans, and does 

the laundry for her husband. But these are things that even a maid 

can do for him. Then there is the love that they show each other – 

but that is still not the essence of the relationship. There is the 

connection of a smile, a compliment. The husband also influences 

his wife's opinions and hashkafos. Sometimes you will talk to a 

woman who has been married for a while and it almost sounds as 

if her husband is speaking; he has influenced her to such an extent 

that she has actually taken on his thought patterns. But this is still 

not the essence of marriage. There is an intrinsic connection 

between husband and wife that cannot be expressed in words, a 

certain "light" shed from the husband to his wife, a deep and subtle 

connection that becomes a part of her. She is his wife; it is her 

identity, her essence. 

When there is this light – this intrinsic connection – between them, 

the external levels of connection become only expressions of their 

true inner relationship. The food that a wife serves her husband or 

the fresh laundry she stacks in his closet can't compare to a maid's 

work. These contain an inner light; they are a product of the wife's 

deep connection to her husband. Every minor thing husband and 

wife do for each other is a manifestation of their soul connection. 
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Even the money that the husband gives his wife contains this inner 

light, their connection. 

Mattan Torah was the marriage ceremony between Hashem and 

the Jewish People. Hashem gave us the Torah – the kesubah – in 

which He commits to provide for us: "And I will give the rain of your 

land in its time… and you will gather in your grains" (Vehayah im 

shamo'a), and we commit to fulfill His mitzvos. But this is not yet 

the intrinsic relationship between us. There is the level of love 

between us: "And you shall love Hashem your G-d" (krias Shema) – 

Hashem loves us and we love Him – but this is also not the ultimate 

connection. Then there is a higher level: Hashem teaches us His 

wisdom in the Torah, and through Torah learning our minds adopt 

a Torah outlook, Hashem's way of thought. But this is still not the 

essence of the relationship. There is something very deep between 

Hashem and us, so deep that it cannot be described in words, an 

intrinsic connection of G-dliness being part of us, part of our very 

existence. There is a G-dly power in our souls that is our essence. 

This is "ohr Hashem" – Hashem's light.  

The first passuk in the aseres hadibros starts with the words: 

"Vayedaber Elokim es kol hadevarim ha'eileh leimor – Hakadosh 

Baruch Hu spoke all these words to say". The Noam Elimelech 

explains that the phrase "all these words" teaches us that the 

purpose of the entire Torah is to lead a person to the words that 

follow: "Anochi Hashem Elokecha – I am Hashem your G-d," to 

bring him to deveikus and emunah, cleaving and trusting in Hashem 

(Noam Elimelech Parshas Yisro). The Zohar refers to the 613 

mitzvos as 613 different ways given by the Torah through which a 

Jew can become whole with Hashem (Zohar Yisro 82b).  

The Torah and mitzvos are conduits to deveikus – to a complete 

connection with Hashem. Hashem gave us the Torah, which, 

besides its written content, contains a light "between its lines." The 

Torah has the power to give us G-dliness itself – just as a letter or 

book gives over the essence of the writer. 

At the end of Shemoneh Esrei, we say, "For with the light of Your 

face You gave us, Hashem, our G-d, a life-giving Torah." Hashem 

gave us the Torah with the "light of His face." When a person stands 

with his back toward you, you don't feel a personal connection with 

him. But when he talks to you face-to-face, you receive his "light" 

– the inner part of him. This is the "light" of one's face. (Panim, face, 

is related to the word p'nim, interior. A person's face radiates his 

interior essence.) At Mattan Torah, Hashem showed us the light of 

His face, meaning He connected us to G-dliness, and taught us to 

live G-dliness.  

This is the meaning of the kohanim's blessing, "May Hashem 

illuminate His face for you," and of our request that Hashem 

"bless… all of us… with the light of Your face" – we want to live G-

dliness. We ask Hashem to "enlighten our eyes in Your Torah" – we 

want to connect to the Torah's light and absorb its G-dliness. 

The Torah was given on Shabbos, for on Shabbos the G-dliness in 

the world is revealed. (See chapter "Shabbos – Menuchas Emes 

Ve'emunah," p. ) This day has the power to reveal the Torah's light 

to the Jewish nation. When Moshe Rabbeinu brought down the 

luchos from Har Sinai, "the skin of his face shone," – his face 

radiated a Heavenly light. When Moshe gave the luchos to the 

Jews, he did not only give us stone tablets, but he also infused us 

with a G-dly light. "The tablets are the work of G-d and the writing 

is the writing of G-d" – the luchos were the embodiment of G-dly 

light, and when Moshe Rabbeinu gave them to us, he instilled their 

G-dliness into our souls. 

We are obligated to learn Torah and fulfill its mitzvos. Just as a 

woman won't say, "I have such a deep relationship with my 

husband that I don't need to cook and clean for him," so, too, we 

must perform the mitzvos in a physical manner in order to express 

our inner connection with Hashem. However, if there is no inner 

"light" and connection between husband and wife, the food and 

laundry don't express anything (they still must be done, but their 

main value is lacking). When there is a deep connection between 

husband and wife, the food and laundry become even more 

significant, because they are expressions of depth and light. Every 

conversation and smile contains a world of meaning. 

The same is true for the relationship between Hashem and the 

Jews. The Torah and mitzvos should be expressions of an inner 

light, of a deep connection with the Ribono shel Olam. When we 

learn Torah (or even hear a dvar Torah or vort), we should feel the 

connection, the light that Hashem radiates upon us within the holy 

words. Likewise, when we daven or do a mitzvah, it is an expression 

of our relationship to Hashem. In the brachah before doing a 

mitzvah, we say, "asher kideshanu bemitzvosav – Who sanctified 

us with His commandments." The word "kideshanu" is of the same 

root as kiddushin: the mitzvos are an expression of the kiddushin – 

the marriage of Hashem and the Jewish People, our connection to 

Hashem. 

 

To be continued

 


